
Powerful Data  Governance Solutions

The industry-leading data modeling solution with visual 

design and documentation capabilities for any data from 

anywhere across an organization. With a unified view  

of strategic data assets through erwin DM, mission-critical 

information will be used, understood and trusted across 

the enterprise.

erwin
Data Modeler

A SaaS solution that expands data governance beyond 

IT to ensure all stakeholders discover, understand, 

govern and socialize data assets. With integrations to 

our enterprise architecture, business process and data 

modeling solutions, erwin DG provides data impact 

analysis to reduces risks and realize results. 

erwin
Data Governance

erwin 
DM NoSQL

The only enterprise-class data modeling solution 

supporting the fastest-growing NoSQL database platform, 

MongoDB. With the SaaS-based erwin DM NoSQL solution, 

deploy new MongoDB applications and migrate MongoDB 

infrastructure to the cloud quickly, while maintaining the 

underlying data’s integrity, quality and governance.

A complete suite of model-driven, repository-based, user 

friendly and collaborative enterprise architecture tools to 

plan, govern and manage change with greater flexibility 

and cost-effectiveness. erwin EA is an on-premise solution 

that can be highly customized for integration into the 

customer environment.

erwin Enterprise 
Architecture

A full-featured, cloud-based set of enterprise architecture 

tools for translating an organization’s strategic goals 

into a blueprint of IT capabilities. erwin EA Agile can be 

deployed quickly and uses industry platforms, such as 

TOGAF® and ArchiMate® 3.0, out of the box.

erwin Enterprise 
Architecture Agile

Business process modeling software for visualizing system 

interactions, business processes and organizational 

hierarchies to ensure alignment with business objectives. 

With these insights from erwin BP, better operational 

decisions can be made based on a central source of facts.

erwin
Business Process

Take any of our software solutions for a free spin, or request a product demo at erwin.com. 

Cloud-based hosting services for erwin data modeling and 

enterprise architecture solutions. Pay-as-you-go versions of 

erwin DM, EA and BP also available via erwin CloudCore 

plus bring-your-own-license support for existing customers.

erwin
CloudCore

A simple, customizable, web-based collaboration 

platform. erwin WP enables business and technical users 

to share models and metadata stored within erwin DM.  

erwin
Web Portal

erwin has been the most trusted name in data modeling for more than 30 years. As a stand-alone 
company since 2016, we’ve developed the only unified platform that combines data governance, 
enterprise architecture, business process and data modeling. These solutions work together to 
unlock data as a strategic asset and transformational tool for greater visibility, control and value 
across the enterprise. With our expertise and focus, we are the data governance company.
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